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1 Introduction

Although the share of women among university graduates and women’s labor market par-

ticipation has increased dramatically, the share of women among high-ranking professionals

has remained low. For example, in 2019, women accounted for just 27.8% of board members

of the largest publicly-listed companies registered in EU countries, and only about 17% of

senior executives are female (see (?). In Germany, the share of female board members among

the 30 largest publicly-traded companies in the DAX even fell and is currently at only 12.5%

(?).1

Understanding the role that candidate gender plays in hiring is crucial if one wants to

increase the representation of women. One possible channel through which gender may influ-

ence hiring decisions might be implicit quotas. Implicit quotas, similarly to explicit quotas,

are quantity restrictions on hiring but without explicit targets. They can be seen as a form

of discrimination, as candidate gender is taken into account in the hiring decision, both pos-

itively and negatively. However, proving discrimination in hiring is difficult, as researchers

rarely observe enough information on hiring committees and candidates to make definitive

judgments (see for example ?). To detect discrimination against women in academia, we

would need to have detailed information on individual candidates’ qualifications, the prefer-

ences and information set of the hiring committee, and the number of women already in the

department.

In this paper, I introduce a statistical test to detect implicit quotas. This test requires

relatively little information in order to make statements about possible hiring bias. I de-

velop a test for gender-blind hiring with implicit quotas as alternatives. I characterize both

the small sample distribution, which can be approximated numerically, and the asymptotic

distribution under the null of gender-blind hiring. In my application I study the distribution
1This extends to other higher-level professions. For example, women hold only 32% of

seats in European parliaments, and there were only four female heads of government (15%)

in 2019 (see ?).
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of women in German universities.

My main results show that (1) the current allocation of women across departments is

highly improbable under the null hypothesis where candidates are drawn gender-blind from

a Bernoulli distribution with the share of female professors p. Specifically, there are “too

few” departments with no female professors and “too many” with one or two female profes-

sors across disciplines. This result holds both using the exact distribution which can only

approximated numerically, and the critical values using the asymptotic distribution. (2) I

find no evidence that disciplines with a higher share of women are different in their implicit

quotas, and I can show that the distribution of female shares across disciplines could be

well-explained by a two-women quota per department in all disciplines. This test can be

used in many different settings where one can reasonably assume that hiring probabilities

for underrepresented groups are approximately the same across units, such as management

levels across different firm locations or on the partner-level in top law firms.

German universities are ideal for studying this topic. Germany has a homogenous na-

tionwide university system that is entirely publicly funded, and almost all universities offer a

wide array of disciplines. This homogeneity is essential to identifying potential implicit quo-

tas because the assumptions, especially an approximately constant hiring probability within

disciplines, are more likely to be met.

This paper adds to several strands of literature on the representation of women in top

positions. One policy measure which has – by design – significant effects on the representation

of women in the short run is explicit quotas. However, even in the absence of explicit quotas,

there may still be quantity restrictions on diversity, what I call implicit quotas in the paper.

Donors, politicians, NGOs, and society put pressure on organizations and institutions to

commit to increasing the representation of women. Crucially, however, these pressures rarely

have explicit targets. Evidence on implicit quotas is sparse, with the notable exception of

?, who study female representation in boards and find evidence for an implicit quota on the

boards of the largest publicly listed companies in America.
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There is a large and growing literature showing positive effects in that explicit quotas

raise female participation. Explicit quotas have, for example, been analyzed in the context of

company boards or election lists, see for example ? evaluating a Norwegian board reform, and

? on an Italian board reform. ? analyze a Spanish quota where at least 40% of candidates

on ballots were mandated to be of either gender. ? show that explicit quotas increase

willingness for competition without decreasing group performance. However, evidence of

other potential benefits of explicit quotas, such as firm performance or potential spillover

effects on lower-level managerial or electoral positions, is mixed. Additionally, there are

some significant drawbacks associated with explicit quotas. Talent might be misallocated,

which would harm both employers, as well as female professionals who will not necessarily

be matched with an employer where they can develop their full potential, as pointed out by

?.

Diversity pressure, as an alternative to explicit quotas, seems to be quite common: many

political institutions, professional organizations, and firms explicitly mention that they want

to increase the share of women. Universities are particularly prone to implicit quotas, as

the share of female professors is low (see, e.g., ? and ?), and increasing the share of women

via explicit quotas is, for legal and political reasons, difficult to implement.2 A low share

of female professors in universities probably has substantial costs for society. First, male

professors might focus on different content and methods. Second, many young professionals

study and receive their education from professors in universities, which might affect many

decisions across their professional life. Related, female professors provide role models, which

may affect the decisions of young female (but also male) professionals. For example, female

role models might affect educational choices and aspirations (?), specialization choices (?,

?), labor supply in later life, or even the allocation of paid and unpaid labor in households.

Unsurprisingly, politicians, student representations, donors, third-party funding agencies,
2See for example the recent ruling against the Eindhoven University of Technology’s

gender quota program by the dutch human rights commission, ?.
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and the general public pressure universities to increase the share of women.

My results imply that politicians and donors have to be aware of potential implicit quotas

that could become entrenched without the accountability of an explicit target. This likely

requires different monitoring to detect whether the shares are increasing beyond certain

thresholds. While the analysis in this paper is not dynamic and does not predict whether

in a few years implicit quotas will increase too, e.g., to 3-4 women, we can make inferences

based on another statistic: the implicit quota is centered around the number of women in

the department, not around the discipline mean. This implies that administrative pressures

to conform to a particular number of women are on large and small departments alike.

In the presence of implicit quotas, it is doubtful whether analyzing productivity indica-

tors, such as publications and citations is informative for two reasons. (1) match quality

might be worse for women, as the probability of being hired at a particular institution relies

on factors outside their control, namely on the sum of the women already at the department.

(2) if women are more likely to be hired when there are no women but less likely to be hired

when there are already two, then the characteristics of the third woman in a department

will potentially be very different from those of the first one. Hence, analyses that analyze

productivity patterns of scientists in different disciplines, such as ?, will mask significant

heterogeneity.3

The presence of implicit quotas can also be informative about how employers, the public,

or other stakeholders perceive diversity. There is also evidence that implicit quotas can

be self-reinforcing. In a recent experimental paper, ? analyze how descriptive norms in

gender composition are acted upon by men and find that descriptive norms do not lead

to prescriptive norms and can even lead to backlash if male “employers” are informed that

others have hired more women. Suppose tokenism plays a role and implicit quotas result

from a shift in social pressure (either by the university administration or funding agencies).

3In fact, one of their key findings, that research productivity differences have increased

over time could at least partially be explained by an increase in quality heterogeneity.
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In that case, it is unclear whether the “acceptable number” of women will increase over time

or whether there will be stagnation since there is no explicit target.

This paper proceeds as follows: In Section (2) I describe the data and the institutional

background in Germany. Section (3) introduces the method. In Section (3.1) I develop the

test statistic, in Section (3.2) I derive the asymptotic normality result for the test statistic

and in Section (3.3) I introduce the parametric bootstrap procedure. Section (4) presents

the results from the application. Section (5) concludes and discusses some implications.

2 Data and institutional background

In this section I will briefly describe the general institutional setup in Germany and the data

I use.

2.1 Universities in Germany

There are about 70 Universities in Germany, of which most offer the full spectrum of study

disciplines. There are 17 Universities of Technologies more tailored towards the natural sci-

ences and engineering but employ faculty in the social sciences and humanities. This feature

of the German academic system allows me to identify implicit quotas since there needs to be

“enough” observed variation across departments and (relatively) homogenous hiring criteria

across universities. In general, the “Fachbereich” (department) makes official hiring decisions.

Disciplines are organized in so-called faculties (“Fakultäten”). The associated faculty-council

forms a hiring committee, typically comprised of professors within a discipline. This hiring

committee screens applicants and makes a formal hiring recommendation in the form of a

(ranked) list with one or more suitable candidates to the official faculty council. If the faculty

council approves the list, it is put up to a vote to the academic senate of the entire univer-

sity and then signed by the university’s president. In practice, the list recommendations

of the hiring committee are rarely overturned at subsequent stages. However, the diversity
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incentives and the average make-up of the hiring committees make me confident that the

actual hiring decision is taken on the discipline level, i.e. what I call the department here. In

Germany there are no explicit quotas for professors, but there is a lot of diversity pressure

from different institutions. Universities have to report the share of women in professorial and

academic positions regularly to the government. The German Research Foundation (DFG)

requests that in all funding applications, regardless of discipline, applicants report the gender

dimensions of the project. In the case of large funding requests, applicants have to state the

share of women who are participating and explicitly outline strategies to increase diversity.

The pressure is also reflected in job ads by German universities: Almost all job ads for

professorships in Germany explicitly mention that universities have the goal to increase the

representation of women and mention that they explicitly invite applications from female

applicants.

2.2 Data and Definitions

I examine the distribution of female faculty in all German universities using administrative

data from the German Federal Statistical Office (DeStatis) in 2015. This data contains

information on all non-administrative employees at German universities.4 For professors,

it contains, among other things, information on the discipline, their gender, their salary

category, their university, the year of their first appointment as a professor, and their year

of birth.

University I only consider universities and not universities of applied sciences because

these do not overlap in their hiring pool and have different populations of students and

working conditions.5

4“Personalstatistik: Wissenschaftliches Personal”
5Note that the official statistics that are published on the official materials by DeStatis

do not contain information on university status, so I coded status as a university myself.

This re-coding was unproblematic since the actual names of the universities are in the data
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Professors According to the administrative classification, I restrict the sample to profes-

sors, both tenured and untenured, including assistant- associate and full professor level, but

not substitute professors. I do not condition on civil servant status or full-time employment,

although neither of these would change the sample in a significant way.

Discipline I define discipline according to the administrative three-digit classification of

the statistical office.6 The list of disciplines is given in Table (??) below. I only consider

disciplines with at least three departments. Some disciplines did not meet this minimum

threshold and were excluded.

Department I define a department as all faculty that are employed within a discipline

at the same university, as there is no direct department designator in the administrative

data. However, professorships are allocated according to a so-called position plan (“Stel-

lenplan”). This means that the ministry of culture in each state allocates the number of

professorships to universities and the respective teaching and research units (so-called “Lehr-

und Forschungsbereiche”). The discipline code that I use here corresponds to these “Lehr-

and Forschungsbereiche”. Universities cannot independently create professorships without

approval. Once a position is created, a specific teaching load (depending on the state and the

seniority of the position, i.e., Assistant/Associate/Full Professor) is allocated to this “Lehr-

und Forschungsbereich”, e.g., economics. Hence, these organizational units are then respon-

sible for this increase in the overall teaching load, and there is no incentive to “give away”

this position to a different organizational unit, i.e., department. Furthermore, what I observe

here is the allocation of the position to the teaching and research unit (e.g., economics), not

the actual classification of the researcher. Therefore the unit the position is allocated to is

and status is unambiguous, but it does mean that some officially published statistics are not

directly comparable.
6“Schlüsselverzeichnisse für die Personalstatistik”, which is also used to define disciplines

used for allocating third-party funding at the German Research Foundation (DFG).
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most likely also the unit that makes the hiring decision.

Figure (1) shows the (ordered) shares of female professors by discipline. Economics is

highlighted for reference. The black horizontal line indicates 0.5, i.e., there is no discipline

where women hold most professorships. The final sample contains n = 1737 departments

across 50 disciplines.
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Figure 1: Share of female faculty by discipline, ordered, economics is highlighted for refer-

ence. The black horizontal line indicates 0.5, i.e. there is no discipline where women hold a

majority of professorships.
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3 Method

Analyzing implicit quotas is difficult: First, whether or not hiring is gender blind is in most

cases unobservable, and the decision rule used by employers can only be inferred from ob-

served outcomes using mostly unobservable individual characteristics. (see e.g. ?). Second,

because the implicit quota itself is not known, the probability of hiring a woman is not uni-

formly lower given the same observable characteristics. Here, I exploit the fact that many

departments at different universities offer the same discipline and thus hire from the same

hiring pool. Let s ∈ {1, ..., S} be an index for the discipline. For a given probability of

hiring a woman ps in discipline s – which I treat as known and which corresponds to the ob-

served share of women within a discipline (see Figure (1))– the distribution of women across

departments should follow a known distribution. Intuitively, if the number of departments

is large enough, even for ps quite low or quite high, we would expect “tail events” such as

departments with zero women or departments with many women to occur. The challenge

then becomes how to quantify and formally argue what an “unusual distribution” looks like.

3.1 Testable predictions

If the distribution of female faculty across departments is gender-blind and depends only

on the overall discipline probability ps, I would like to make testable statements about the

deviations of the observed number of departments with z female faculty from their expected

value. Let z denote the number of women in each department, e.g., z = 0 denotes zero

women department, z = 1 denotes one-woman department.

We can formalize this by thinking about each employment decision as a separate Bernoulli

experiment with associated success probability Xi ∼ Bernoulli(ps). The success probability

corresponds to the average share of women in the discipline, so that every employment

decision is like tossing a coin with the outcome “woman is hired” occurring with probability

ps, which I treat as known.
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The null hypothesis Let n denote the number of departments over all disciplines. Let

ns denote the number of professorships in discipline s, for s = 1, ..., S. I want to test the

joint null hypothesis whether the hiring process is random (i.e. gender-blind) across all

departments. In terms of this application, this means that the null hypothesis

H0 : Xi
i.i.d.∼ Bernoulli(ps) for each i in 1, . . . , ns and s = 1, ..., S

assesses whether the hiring process is gender-blind for all departments over all disciplines.

Let d be the index for each department, such that d = 1, .., n. Let nd be the number of

department members of department d ∈ {1, ..., n}. For each department d, the number of

women is given by

Yd =

nd∑
i=1

Xi (1)

Under the Null of gender-blind hiring, the number of female professors in each department

is Yd
independent∼ Bin(nd, pd|s), where pd|s is the ps for discipline s that department d belongs

to. Thus, we can calculate for each department the probability of observing exactly z women

explicitly as

pd(z) := P (Yd = z) =

 nd

z

 pzd|s(1− pd|s)nd−z, z = 0, 1, 2, ...nd (2)

For every department, I define the random variable

Hd(z) = 1 (Yd = z) (3)

under the Null of gender-blind hiring it follows directly thatHd(z)
independent∼ Bernoulli (pd(z))

for z = 0, 1, ..., nd.

To make testable statements about the sum over all departments, I need to know the

distribution of the sum of the Hd(z) over d, i.e.
∑n

d=1Hd(z). If pd = p, i.e. if the success

probabilities for each department were identical, the sum would follow a binomial distri-
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bution. However, because this is not the case, the sum of all Hd(z) follows a so-called

poisson binomial distribution with mean µn =
∑n

d=1 pd(z) and variance s2n =
∑n

d=1 σ
2
d with

σ2
d = (1− pd(z)) pd(z), see also ?. Below I will show that this distribution converges to a nor-

mal distribution as n→∞. There exist other approximations for Poisson binomial random

variables, and if n is very small, it might be feasible to calculate exact expressions of the

mean and variance based on convolution, see (?)). However, we are ultimately interested in

the distribution of the sum across many different disciplines and departments, and it is not

clear that any reasonable closed-form solution exists in that case.

I am interested in alternatives that imply implicit quotas at specific values of z. This

entails that the observed realizations differ systematically across departments from their

expected value under the Null. I formulate the following test statistic for different specific

values z, where z indicates the number of women in the department

Tn(z) =

∑n
d=1Hd(z)− pd(z)√∑n

d=1 σ
2
d(z)

(4)

For the joint null hypothesis of gender-blind hiring across departments I want to quantify

the uncertainty around the sum of the deviations.

3.2 Asymptotic distribution of the test statistic

Let Bd(z) = Hd(z)−pd(z) be a sequence of centered, independent Bernoulli random variables

and s2n = Var(
∑n

d=1Bd) =
∑n

d=1 σ
2
d. Even though the distributions of the Bd(z) do not

depend on n if the nd are fixed, we could generalize this setup to Bn,d(z) as a row-wise

triangular array of independent Bernoulli random variables. This would be the case if, for

example, the nd could vary. I will use this more general set-up in the subsequent asymptotic

analysis, although here I treat the nd as fixed. Clearly,
∑n

d=1Bn,d/s
2
n has mean 0 and variance

1 if H0 is true. T̂n(z) =
∑n
d=1Bn,d
s2n

given by (4), is then asymptotically standard normal with

limiting distribution given by
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T̂n(z)
d→ N (0, 1) , for n→∞ (5)

It is sufficient to show that the Lyapunov condition holds to ensure (5) (see for example

Theorem 2.7.1 ?).

Lyapunov condition Let {Wn,d} be a row-wise independent triangular array of random

variables, with E(Wn,d) = 0 and E
(
W 2
n,d

)
= ξ2n,d, for d = 1, ..., n and s2n =

∑n
d=1 ξ

2
n,d.

There exists δ > 0 such that 1

s2+δn

∑n
d=1 E

(
|Wn,d|2+δ

)
→ 0 as n→∞.

If the Lyapunov condition holds, then T̂n converges in distribution as in (5). It was

established above that E(Bn,d) = 0 and E
(
B2
n,d

)
= σ2

nd. It holds that for any δ > 0,

1 ≥ pd(z) (1− pd(z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2
d

= E
(
B2
n,d

)
≥ E

(
|Bn,d|2+δ

)

Therefore,
1

s2+δn

n∑
k=1

E |Bn,d|2+δ ≤
1

s2+δn

n∑
d=1

Var(Bn,d) =
1

sδn

Therefore, if sn → ∞, which is true as long as pd(z) is bounded away from 0 and 1, the

Lyapunov condition is satisfied and I can conclude that
∑n

d=1Bn,d/sn
d→ N(0, 1).7

Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that the joint Null of gender-blind hiring across

all departments is rejected, but does not indicate which departments or disciplines engaged

in non-gender blind hiring.

For the normal approximation to work well in this context we thus only need to assume

that n is large, which means that either or both the number of departments within disciplines

or the number of disciplines are large, but we cannot make statements about particular

departments or disciplines.
7As a technical aside, if the distribution of Bn,d actually depends on n though varying

nd, this condition is only ensured if the nd are bounded in some way.
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3.3 Parametric Bootstrap

As an alternative to the asymptotic test procedure, I introduce a type of parametric bootstrap

procedure, or more precisely a numerical approximation of the exact distribution. I first draw

a random value from a Bernoulli distribution for each position Xi, with the ps from the data

and calculate Hd(z) for all d = 1, ..., n (collected in a vector H(z)) according to (3) with

n = 1737 from the data. I center the resulting data using pd(z) for each d and calculate the

sum over all departments B(z) =
∑n

d=1Bd(z). I treat the resulting value as one bootstrap

observation. I denote the vector of department sizes nd =

(
n1 n2 · · · nn

)
.

In detail, the procedure is the following. Let B be the number of bootstrap draws and ∗

denote a bootstrap sample.

for z = 0, ..., 10, b = 1∗, ..., B∗ do
Draw each position Xi for i = 1, ..., ns over all disciplines s = 1, ..., S from a
Bernoulli(ps) and collect these in a vector denoted by Xb∗ .

for For d = 1, ..., n do
calculate Y b∗

d (according to (1)) using the vector of department sizes nd

from the data. Calculate Bd(z)
b∗ as described above.

end
Calculate B(z)b∗ =

∑n
d=1Bd(z)

b∗ and compare the empirical distribution of
the Bootstrap realizations B(z)b

∗ with the actual B(z) from the data.
end

4 Results

4.1 Descriptives

Share of female professors across disciplines The mean share of female professors

varies significantly across disciplines. Traditional STEM subjects, law, and economics have

a relatively low share of female professors, ranging from about 7 % in electrical engineering,

16 % in mathematics, and (18 %) in economics. The share is higher in other disciplines in the

social sciences or the humanities. For example, political science has a share of 26 %; history
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has 30 % and german (40 %). However, it is notable that there is no discipline where women

hold a majority of positions: the highest share of female professors is in cultural studies,

where women hold about 48 % of positions. In 2015, 50 % of male employed professors

were appointed in 2004 or after, while 50 % of currently employed female professors were

appointed in 2008 or after.

Average department size Departments in the humanities, where the average share of

women is higher than in STEM subjects, law, and economics, tend to be much smaller. In

cultural studies, the average department only has six professors, where the average electrical

engineering department has about 19, and the average economics department has about 22.

Again, the other social sciences are in between. This is broadly consistent across countries,

e.g., in 2010, the average physics department employed 29.2 full-time faculty vs. history,

which had an average department size of 16.5 in 2007 among Ph.D. granting institutions.8

4.2 Testing for implicit quotas

Here I present the deviations from the expected value as outlined above, both overall and

by discipline. To characterize whether the distribution of women is unusual and violates

the null of gender-blind hiring, I will present both the result from calculating the value

of the test statistic (4) and the critical values from a two sided test using the standard

normal distribution and the quantiles from the parametric bootstrap procedure. Overall,

both procedures clearly indicate that there are too many departments with exactly two

women and too few with zero-, and three, four or five women. Based on this evidence, I

can reject the joint Null of gender blind-hiring with a similar p-value for both the normal

approximation and the parametric bootstrap procedure.
8see ? and ?.
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4.3 Main results

The top panel of Figure (2) graphically shows the summed deviations (B(z) =
∑n=1737

1=d Bd(z))

of the number of departments with exactly z women, for z = 0, 1, ..., 10, summed over all

departments. To indicate the uncertainty around these estimates, the bars are shaded by the

p-values with the critical values from a two-sided test from a standard normal distribution.

Darker shades indicate lower p-values. The deviations and p-values can also be found in Ta-

ble (1). The results indicate that the joint hypothesis of gender-blind hiring can be rejected

for several values of z. Specifically, there are too few departments with exactly zero women

(there are about 20 departments less than expected with an associated p-value of 0.03) and

too few departments with three women (with p-value 0.09), four women (p-value 0.28, five

women (p-value 0.08) and seven women (p-value 0.18). On the other hand, there are about

12 departments too many with precisely one woman (p-value 0.21) and 47 too many de-

partments with two women (p-value 0.01). This indicates a two-women implicit quota and

that departments specifically try to avoid having no female professors. As an alternative to

the test above, I depict the results from the parametric bootstrap procedure described in

Section (3.3) in Figure (3). The transparent diamonds represent individual bootstrap draws

B(z)b
∗ , the grey triangles represent the empirical 90% interval, and the black dots are the

observed B(z) from the data. As already stated, the results are generally in line with the

results from the test in terms of the empirical p-values. Both the observed deviations for

zero women, two and three women lie unambiguously outside the 90% interval. Therefore,

the results from the bootstrap procedure confirm the presence of a two-women department

implicit quota and an aversion against zero women in the department.

When I compare the two methods, the bootstrap implies that for larger z, there is more

uncertainty than the asymptotic approximation would suggest. Intuitively this makes sense,

as with the overall small ps, we would only expect very few departments with many women.

Therefore even minor deviations (because actual observations are integers and expected val-

ues are not) would be significant compared to the normal distribution. There exist continuity
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adjustments for normal approximations of the binomial distribution (see, e.g., ?), and this

could probably be applied in this situation if one wanted to avoid the parametric bootstrap

procedure.

4.4 Independence and constant hiring probabilities

Both the asymptotic normality result and the parametric bootstrap rely on the independence

of hiring decisions across departments, both within and across disciplines. This assumption

is usually justified in this context, as the hiring of professors is essentially sampling with

replacement, i.e., the success probability is approximately constant, and knowledge of the

outcome of a previous hiring decision at a different department should not influence the

gender of the next hire. However, I also assume that hiring probabilities are constant across

departments and as it is not possible to hire the same person twice, this assumption might

be problematic. With the overall number of departments and professors large, the change in

the overall probability of hiring a woman is ≈ unchanged when the women already in “own-

department” do not count towards the hiring probability. To verify that this is a reasonable

assumption in this application, I calculate the “leave-one-out” probability plood|s of hiring a

woman and how plood|s differ from the overall probability ps. Table (1) in the Appendix shows

the standard deviation of the leave-one-out probabilities within individual disciplines. They

are all (very) small and only for 0.041 percent of departments (with 1737 departments from

50 different disciplines) is the t-test for equality of means of the “leave-one-out” mean and

the overall mean rejected with α = 0.05. Thus, the constant probability assumption appears

to be reasonable in the context of this application.
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z B(z) p-value

0 -20.080 0.031
1 12.350 0.212
2 46.940 0.012
3 -29.270 0.092
4 -10.060 0.283
5 -10.460 0.083
6 3.670 0.230
7 -13.690 0.181
8 4.340 0.025
9 2.590 0.270
10 -0.060 0.084

Table 1: Summed Deviations and p-values the asymptotic test in (4) for z = 0, ..., 1.
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Figure 2: Deviation from expected value (in absolute numbers), shaded by joint P-Value, the

darker the shading, the lower the p-value. Lowest p-value corresponds to the deviation from

exactly 2 women departments with a p-value of 0.011.
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Figure 3: Deviation from expected value summed over all disciplines and divided by the

absolute number of disciplines.
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4.5 Effects of a fictional quota

Given the analysis above, we might speculate about implicit quotas in specific disciplines

or we might hypothesize that disciplines that have a low share of female professors provide

a more hostile environment and therefore are more likely to discriminate against women.

However, the correlation ρz between having a negative deviation from the expected number

of zero women departments and the share of women is ρ0 = −0.035 (p-value 0.86) and for

z = 3 women is ρ3 = 0.07 (p-value 0.62). Equally, there is no clear correlation with being

a STEM/non-STEM discipline. These results suggest that the type of discipline with an

implicit quota is not easily categorized. This result might seem puzzling at first glance,

but when considering the bi-modal distribution of average department sizes, it becomes

clear that an implicit quota would have heterogeneous effects on the share of women within

the discipline, depending on the average department size. Most of the non-STEM fields

(with the notable exceptions economics and law) which have the largest share of female

faculty have average department sizes below ten professors: this implies that a two women

quota would mechanically lead to a much higher female share in these disciplines than in

mathematics or economics, where the average department size is much larger. This example

shows that we cannot rule out that non-STEM disciplines in the humanities have a larger

share of female professors because an implicit quota has a heterogeneous effect depending on

average department sizes in the discipline rather than discipline-specific characteristics. To

illustrate this point, consider Figure (4): here I simulate the hypothetical shares of women

within subjects that would result from taking the vector of real department sizes ks for all

disciplines s and imposing a two women quota per department, as shown for an example in

Table (2) for Economics.
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Subject Size Fe. Faculty
Econ 6 0
Econ 16 2
Econ 12 2
Econ 7 1
Econ 23 5

...
...

...

Code Size FE Faculty Quota
Econ 6 2
Econ 16 2
Econ 12 2
Econ 7 2
Econ 23 2

...
...

...

Table 2: Left are the department size and the real number of female faculty, the right panel

shows the actual number replaced by the shares.
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A two-women quota per department would lead to a mean female share of µsf = 0.254,

instead of the actual share µf = 0.257. It can reproduce the bimodal distribution of the

female share distribution, although the peaks are slightly shifted to the left. This exercise is

not intended to imply that this type of quota is consciously implemented, but that a certain

adherence to “discipline-standard” hiring may lead to a distribution of female shares very

similar to the one we observe.
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Figure 4: Density plot for the distribution of real and simulated shares of female faculty

across disciplines.
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5 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper introduced a test to detect an under-researched form of hiring bias: implicit

quotas. I derive a test under the null of gender-blind hiring that requires no additional infor-

mation about individual hires under some assumptions. I derive the asymptotic distribution

of this test statistic and, as an alternative, propose a numerical approximation of the exact

distribution which is known, but infeasible to calculate in most cases. This test can be used

to analyze a variety of other hiring settings.

Analyzing employment patterns of female professors across departments and disciplines

allows me to show that there exists a one- to two-women quota on the department level. This

type of discrimination or hiring bias cannot be explained with traditional explanations for

discrimination, for example either pure statistical or taste-based discrimination.9 I also show

that this type of implicit quota can potentially explain part of the gap in the female professor

share among disciplines. The fact that I can distinguish between the implicit quota being

centered around the mean (i.e., around the relative share of female professors in a discipline,

which is not the case) and a specific discrete number poses exciting questions that I have not

seen addressed before, namely how humans perceive structures that have the “correct level”

of diversity.

It is important to emphasize that the observed patterns described above only allow me to

make statements about whether or not the observed distribution is gender-blind: we cannot

say whether the “real” or “natural” proportion of female professors ps (without the implicit

9? categorize research findings in economics into supply-side factors (i.e. hostile work

environments, (?) and demands side factors (such as a lower probability to get published or

accepted at conferences (conditional on paper quality and a range of controls) (?, ?, higher

discounting of women’s contributions when working with male co-authors (?, more “unfair”

questions during seminars (? or lower teaching evaluations (?, ?). Neither of these is a

sufficient explanation for the presence of implicit quotas.
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quota) would be larger, smaller or precisely the same. Furthermore, direct discrimination

in implicit quotas (which leads to discrimination in both directions), gender differences in

personal attributes, preferences, and implicit biases are not mutually exclusive. There is

even a plausible link between biases and direct discrimination; as ? argues, if men perceive

women as less qualified and care about the prestige of their profession, they may fear that a

woman’s entering a profession signals a change in the prestige of the profession and therefore

might block entry to otherwise qualified women.

The analysis in this paper is sufficient to show that hiring is not gender blind. My work,

therefore, has several implications for both further research and policy.

Concerning research, any ex-post analysis of performance measures and researcher pro-

ductivity should be conducted only with the caveat in mind that there might be implicit

quotas. Implicit quotas could potentially lead to substantially more quality heterogeneity

among the underrepresented groups that might be obscured when researchers only consider

averages.

Concerning policy, my results imply that funders and organizations that engage in diver-

sity pressure without explicit targets should be conscious of the potential for implicit quotas

and carefully monitor progress. My results also imply that if policymakers have a specific

diversity target in mind, then an explicit quota might be more effective, as implicit quotas

might incur the same societal and private costs as explicit quotas while not achieving the

same level of progress.
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